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The High Altitude Water Cherenkov (HAWC) Observatory is a ground-based TeV gamma-ray
observatory in the state of Puebla, Mexico at an altitude of 4100 m. Its 22,000 m2 instrumented
area, wide field of view (∼2 sr), and >95% uptime make it an ideal instrument for discovering
gamma-ray burst (GRB) emission at∼100 GeV. Such a discovery would provide key information
about the origins of prompt GRB emission as well as constraints on extra-galactic background
light (EBL) models and the violation of Lorentz invariance. We will present prospects for discov-
ering GRB emission at ∼100 GeV with a simple, all-sky search algorithm using HAWC data that
is most sensitive to short GRBs. The search algorithm presented here can also be used to detect
other short transients with timescales and fluxes similar to short GRBs.
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1. Introduction
Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are the most luminous events in the known universe [1]. They
consist of intense gamma-ray flashes coming from cosmological distances and are roughly divided
into two populations, short and long, by the duration of their gamma-ray emission [2]. Afterglow
measurements have confirmed that long GRBs originate from the collapse of massive stars and
point to the merger of compact object binaries as the progenitor for short GRBs [3].
Regardless of the progenitor, the basic theory behind GRB emission is the same. It involves
a central black hole powering a highly relativistic jet with gravitational energy released during
the infall of surrounding matter. The jet interacts both with itself and surrounding material to
form internal and external shocks where Fermi acceleration takes place, thereby generating a non-
thermal spectrum [4] [5].
Measurements of the highest energy gamma-rays are key to developing models of the rela-
tivistic jet inside a GRB. This is because observations of a spectral cutoff can be interpreted as
estimates of the bulk Lorentz factor Γ in the region where gamma-rays are produced [6], providing
insight into the internal GRB environment as well as the expected neutrino flux from GRBs which
is sensitive to Γ [7]. Alternatively, interpreting the spectral cutoff as attenuation of GRB photons
from pair-production on extra-galactic background light (EBL) results in constraints on the density
of EBL over cosmological distances [8].
In addition, the highest energy GRB photons are most sensitive to possible violations of
Lorentz invariance [9]. Combining the measured arrival times of both low and high energy GRB
photons yields constraints on the violation of Lorentz invariance [10]. The strongest constraints for
a given GRB duration and redshift come from measuring the highest energy gamma-rays.
Since the highest energy gamma-rays carry information relevant to understanding a number of
different phenomena, three major classes of high-energy gamma-ray detectors exist: satellite detec-
tors [11] [12] [13] [14], Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes (IACTs) [15], and Extensive
Air Shower (EAS) arrays [16]. The High Altitude Water Cherenkov (HAWC) Observatory belongs
to the EAS class of instruments, which combine the wide field of view (∼2 sr) and high duty cycle
of satellite detectors with the high sensitivity for >100 GeV photons characteristic of IACTs [17].
These traits make the HAWC Observatory an ideal instrument for measuring the highest energy
GRB photons.
2. The HAWC Observatory
The HAWC Observatory is a ground-based TeV gamma-ray observatory in the state of Puebla,
Mexico at an altitude of 4100 m. Inaugurated in March 2015, this detector continuously measures
the arrival time and direction of both cosmic- and gamma-ray primaries within its roughly 2 sr field
of view. It is most sensitive to gamma-ray energies ranging from 100 GeV - 100 TeV and employs
cuts to differentiate them from cosmic-rays, which make up the majority of the overall air shower
rate [18].
The detector’s 250 tank configuration has an overall air shower trigger rate of 10 kHz. These
showers are reconstructed in near-real time and made available for analysis via a ZeroMQ socket
[19], allowing for low latency searches of the overhead sky. The average latency between the time
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of an air shower trigger and when we can finish analyzing it is 5 seconds. This is much smaller
than the ∼1 minute latency for checking the status of the experiment and sending an alert email.
The main latency of reporting transient discoveries is therefore not the analysis itself but rather the
framework used to report results.
3. Search Method
Our GRB search algorithm connects to the ZeroMQ socket of reconstructed air showers and
looks for GRB signals in near-real time. It does so by examining the number of air showers passing
through the overhead sky within three different time intervals: 0.1, 1, and 10 seconds (see Figure 1).
For each interval, all points within 60 degrees of detector zenith are tested against the hypothesis
that the air shower count comes from the 10 kHz rate of cosmic-ray air showers. Air shower counts
significantly higher than the expected background are interpreted as GRB signals.
Figure 1: Sky map in equatorial coordinates of recorded air shower counts for the 0.1 second time interval.
The 0.1 second time interval is chosen to limit the number of showers present in the overhead sky and
produce a sparse number of events near the edges of the field of view. This illustrates our smoothing method,
which uses locally square 2.3 degree× 2.3 degree spatial bins that are optimized for∼100 GeV gamma-rays.
We limit our search to zenith angles less than 60 degrees where we have the best sensitivity
to ∼100 GeV photons [17]. Additionally, we smooth each event with 2.3 degree × 2.3 degree
square bins. This is equivalent in area to the optimal round bin predicted by the 0.8 degree angular
resolution for ∼100 GeV photons in the final 300 tank configuration of the HAWC Observatory
[18] with a slight degradation to account for the smaller detector. We choose to use square rather
than round bins because they have the advantage of being computationally efficient, allowing us to
search the sky more finely.
We perform the fine spatial search by evaluating air shower counts within a 2.3 degree × 2.3
degree square bin shifted across the sky in 0.11 degree steps along the directions of right ascension
and declination. This allows for a minimum overlap of ∼90% between two adjacent spatial search
bins. Likewise, we increment each time interval forward by 1/10th the interval duration to yield
90% overlap in the time domain as well. This provides a significant amount of correlation between
each time and spatial bin combination, allowing for fine tuning on potential GRB signals.
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The 0.1 and 1 second time intervals are chosen to be representative of short GRBs. In principle,
the algorithm can go down to 10−4 seconds while remaining in real time but we are still testing
timescales < 0.1 seconds. The maximum interval of 10 seconds exists because it is on the order
of the time over which we can treat the sky as static given the 0.11 degree separation between
spatial search bins. We are working to extend the algorithm to longer intervals by accounting for
the Earth’s rotation.
4. Background Estimation
At the moment, we do not have an optimized set of cuts to discriminate between cosmic-
and gamma-ray air showers in this analysis. The entire 10 kHz trigger rate of mostly cosmic-
ray air showers therefore makes up the background for this search. This rate changes slightly
with atmospheric density fluctuations over the course of each day, however, the air shower arrival
distribution over the HAWC Observatory’s field of view remains fairly constant [18]. We therefore
estimate the background in each search bin by integrating air showers in a map of declination versus
hour angle over a 1.5 hour period. We normalize this map to one and smooth it into the 2.3 degree
× 2.3 degree square bins used in the spatial search to obtain the fraction of total showers entering
each search bin (Figure 2).
Figure 2: Background integrated for 1.5 hours and normalized to one. The integration time scale is set by
the minimum time needed to accurately estimate background in spatial bins far from zenith.
Multiplying a specific point in Figure 2 by the duration of a given search interval and the cur-
rent air shower rate measured at the center of this interval gives the expected number of background
counts for that location. For example, the 1 second duration search yields approximately (1 second
× ∼10 kHz × ∼2×10−3) = 20 expected counts at a declination of 20 degrees and an hour angle
of 0 degrees. The observed number of counts for this expectation follow a Poisson distribution
(Figure 3) so we quantify the significance of upward fluctuations using Poisson statistics.
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Figure 3: Histogram of observed counts near detector zenith over the course of one day for the 1 second
interval search. The data follow what one expects from a Poisson distribution with the same mean. The
errors bars for the Poisson expectation are smaller than can be seen using this vertical scale.
5. Speedup Methods
We employ three main speedup techniques in order to ensure our search algorithm can keep
up with the 10 kHz air shower rate. The first method only applies to search durations < 0.1 seconds
for which most bins in the sky will be empty. In this case, we choose not to evaluate spatial bins
containing< 2 counts because they cannot provide upward fluctuations significant enough to claim
as evidence for GRB signals after accounting for trials. We refer to this method as the Table method
since information about bins containing ≥ 2 counts are stored in a lookup table. Figure 4 shows
that the Table method preserves the overall probability distribution below P = 10−8, where we
expect signal.
The second speedup method applies only to window durations > 0.1 seconds, where we expect
a large fraction of sky bins to be filled. In this case, we group 3× 3 blocks of adjacent spatial search
bins and first perform a coarse search over the central bin in each group. We then only perform a
fine search in the remaining 8 bins when the central bin has a probability lower than 10−2. Again,
this preserves all the unlikely events while reducing the sky map evaluation time by a factor of∼10.
We refer to this as the Bins method because it is a full search over all spatial bins in the current
field of view.
The third and final speedup method is the pre-calculation of Poisson probabilities in a lookup
table, which we use for all search durations. To do this, we discretely bin the expected background
counts from the smallest possible expectation, obtained by multiplying the smallest non-zero count
rate within our 1.5 hour background integration, 1/5400 Hz, by the smallest time window of 0.1
seconds, to twice the largest count measured at zenith in the 10 second search window. We choose
a fixed, logarithmic spacing between each binned background count which is finer than 10% the
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√
N uncertainty at the largest expected background count. We then calculate the compliment of
the cumulative Poisson probability for observing between 0 and 5000 counts in each background
bin to create lists of cumulative probabilities indexed by background bin and observed count. The
maximum of 5000 observed counts is much greater than the largest background count plus the
∼100 GRB signal photons expected from the HAWC Observatory’s effective area being 100 times
larger for 100 GeV photons than that of the Fermi satellite [12] [18].
We obtain probabilities during the search by converting expected background counts to bins
within the pre-calculated probability table and looking up the entry for a given observed count.
Recording the probability result from every searched time window and spatial point over a 2 hour
interval yields the black curve shown in Figure 4. This curve matches a line with slope 1, proving
that our background binning is fine enough to accurately estimate all necessary background counts.
Figure 4: Figure showing preservation of probability distribution after speedup measures. The black line
is the full probability distribution for the 0.1 sec duration search over 2 hours of data without speedup
techniques applied. The blue line is the probability distribution for skipping bins with < 2 counts. The red
line is the probability distribution from a coarse/fine search with a transition at P< 10−2. The equivalence of
all three curves below P < 10−8 means the Table and Bins speedup methods preserve both the rarest events
and the total number of trials from the full search.
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6. Sensitivity
The benefit of searching the whole sky is the possibility of finding signals in portions of the
HAWC Observatory’s field of view where satellites are not overhead. These signals would other-
wise be missed if we restricted our search to locations of GRBs reported by external notices from
the GRB Coordinates Network (GCN). However, there is a sensitivity cost associated with the trials
taken to continuously search the full sky.
For example, we incur 8.64×105 temporal trials when shifting our 1 second search window
in time by 10% its width over the course of 1 day. We also gain another 1.33×106 spatial trials
when searching the field of view using 0.11 degree steps in right ascension and declination over
all areas within 60 degrees of zenith for each temporal trial. This yields a total of 1.15×1012 trials
taken each day by our 1 second search window and requires a signal increase from 27 photons to
52 photons for a 5σ discovery at our current expected background of 20 counts near detector zenith
if we treat each trial as independent.
The overlap between each spatial and time bin used in our search technique means our trials
are not independent. We are still working on an a method to compute the effective number of
trials taken in our search, but the result will be smaller than the total number of trials and therefore
requires a smaller flux increase for a 5σ discovery. Regardless, the roughly 2× worse sensitivity of
our full sky search compared to the single trial sensitivity presented in reference [17] when treating
trials independently equates to a differential sensitivity of E2 dN/dE ≈ 4×10−6 erg cm−2 s−1 at
10 GeV assuming a spectrum of the type dN/dE ∝ E−2 with a high-energy cutoff at 100 GeV for
the current trigger of nHit >∼30. This makes the detection of bursts like GRB 090510 or GRB
090902b possible if the high-energy cutoff is indeed above 100 GeV.
7. Conclusions
We show that our simple, all sky search method has a differential sensitivity of about 4×10−6
erg cm−2 s−1 at 10 GeV assuming a spectrum of the type dN/dE ∝ E−2 with a high-energy cutoff
at 100 GeV. This search is performed in near-real time and does not rely on external information
from other experiments. The largest latency in our setup is checking the status of the experiment
and sending the notice of a detection to the community.
In principle, our search method is not tuned to GRB signals alone. It is sensitive to any tran-
sient with a timescale and photon emission spectrum similar to those of GRBs, such as evaporating
primordial black holes (PBHs) [20]. PBHs are easily distinguished from GRB signals using the
abrupt cutoff in their light curves, which corresponds to the end of evaporation [20].
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